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Battlefield Earth
Battlefield Earth
L. Ron Hubbard
Only 35,000 humans remain … and the aliens hunt them for sport. Who will lead the uprising? In
the year A.D. 3000, Earth is a dystopian wasteland. The great cities stand crumbling as a brutal
reminder of what we once were. When the Psychlos invaded, all the world’s armies mustered
little resistance against the advanced alien weapons. Now, the man animals serve one purpose.
Do the Psychlos’ bidding or face extinction. One man, Jonnie Goodboy Tyler, has a plan. They
must learn about the Psychlos and their weapons. He needs the other humans to follow him. And
that may not be enough. Can he outwit his Psychlo captor, Terl? What is their weakness? The
fate of the Galaxy lies on the Battlefield of Earth. This is one of the finest examples of science
fiction ever written, with nuance, sub-plots, and action all the way through. A masterpiece at
over 1,000 pages. You’ll love this epic New York Times bestseller by L. Ron Hubbard, because his
vision of science fiction was ahead of its time.
PB 9781619865099 £10.99 June 2011 Galaxy Press (CA) 1008 pages
PB 9781592129577 £23.99 June 2016 Galaxy Press (CA) 1072 pages

Battlefield Earth 1st Edition
L. Ron Hubbard
PB 9780312069780 £61.99 October 1982 Galaxy Press 819 pages

Battlefield Earth Audiobook (Unabridged)
L. Ron Hubbard
CD-Audio 9781592128617 £80.39 June 2016 Galaxy Press

Battlefield Earth Audiobook (Unabridged)
L. Ron Hubbard
CD-Audio 9781592123957 £45.99 June 2016 Galaxy Press
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Writers Of The Future
L. Ron Hubbard Presents Writers of the Future Volume 38
L. Ron Hubbard, Frank Herbert, Diane Dillon, Brian Herbert, Kevin J. Anderson, Bob Eggleton,
Azure Arther Edited by David Farland
25 Award-winning Authors and Illustrators. Brilliant new worlds. Captivating new ideas. Powerful
new stories of action, adventure, and fantasy. Just imagine… It’s game on, the fate of the universe
is on the line -- and you are about to go all in. Saving the mammoths is in your hands -- can you
conjure the magic to make it happen? You have got a monster BFF -- whom you are hiding from
your own monster-hunting family. You are part of a sting, out to catch some bar hoppers who
are not only bending their elbows, but bending time as well… and much more! Think you have
seen it all? Think again. Prepare for alien contact.
Explore the darkest alleyways of urban fantasy. Rise to the dizzying heights of magical realism.
You will love this year’s anthology because these award-winning writers provide a diverse array
of stories that will transport you and reshape your reality. Get it now. 3 Bonus Short Stories by
David Farland, Frank Herbert and L. Ron Hubbard. Art and Writing Tips by Diane Dillon, Brian
Herbert and Kevin J Anderson, Frank Herbert, L. Ron Hubbard. Edited by David Farland. 16-page
colour gallery of artwork. Cover art by Bob Eggleton.
PB 9781619867635 £23.99 September 2022 Galaxy Press 496 pages

Writers of the Future Volume 37
PB 9781619867017 £16.99 December 2021 Galaxy Press 448 pages

Writers of the Future Volume 36
PB 9781619866591 £16.99 April 2020 Galaxy Press 450 pages

Writers of the Future Volume 35
PB 9781619866041 £16.99 April 2019 Galaxy Press 450 pages

Writers of the Future Volume 34
PB 9781619865754 £16.99 April 2018 Galaxy Press 400 pages

Writers of the Future Volume 33
PB 9781619865297 £16.99 April 2017 Galaxy Press 349 pages
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Writers of the Future Volume 32
PB 9781619865020 £16.99 April 2016 Galaxy Press 496 pages

Writers of the Future Volume 31
PB 9781619863224 £16.99 May 2015 Galaxy Press 496 pages

Writers of the Future Volume 30
PB 9781619862654 £16.99 April 2014 Galaxy Press 400 pages

Writers of the Future Volume 29
PB 9781619862005 £8.99 April 2013 Galaxy Press 586 pages

Writers of the Future Volume 28
PB 9781619860766 £8.99 May 2012 Galaxy Press 568 pages

Writers of the Future Volume 27
PB 9781592128709 £8.99 June 2011 Galaxy Press 560 pages

Writers of the Future Volume 26
PB 9781592128471 £8.99 October 2010 Galaxy Press 560 pages

Writers of the Future Volume 25
PB 9781592124367 £8.99 September 2009 Galaxy Press 650 pages
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Action Adventure Short Stories Collection
Arctic Wings
L. Ron Hubbard
A charming rogue cut from the same cloth as Robert Mitchum, American engineer Dan Courtney
is learning fast that it takes more than a little charm to lay the groundwork for a railroad.
Particularly when the plan is to build it across some of the roughest and most dangerous territory
on earth. Courtney's been hired to survey the land that would link up the Uganda Railway to the
Anglo-Egyptian railroad. Running through desert, jungle and mountains, this is one line-and
story-with more twists and turns than the New York City subway system. Diamond smugglers. A
fearsome native tribe.
A beautiful young American woman . . . and a man determined to kill her. Put them all together
and you've got a world where All Frontiers Are Jealous. It's up to Courtney to tame those
frontiers-take on the tribe, save the woman, and save the future of the railroad . . . before his
blood ends up on the tracks. L. Ron Hubbard based this story on the real-life history of the
countless harrowing attempts in the late 19th and early 20th century to link up the two railroads.
An experienced civil engineer and surveyor himself, Hubbard had worked in rough and dangerous
terrain as part of the West Indies Mineralogical Expedition. All Frontiers Are Jealous may be a
work of fiction, but as far as Hubbard was concerned, in his own life, the adventure couldn't have
been more real. "Terrific from beginning to end." -Midwest Book Review
PB 9781592122554 £10.99 March 2014 Galaxy Press 128 pages
CD-Audio 9781592122349 £16.79 March 2014 Galaxy Press

Black Towers to Danger
L. Ron Hubbard
Drilling for oil is a dirty business, and for Bill Murphy, it's about to turn positively filthy. But
Murphy's as big and tough as his home state of Texas-a man in the mould of a young John Wayneand he's more than a match for everything the oil-rich land of Venezuela can throw at him.
Everything, that is, except for one woman.... Her name is Marcia Stewart. She's fiery, she's brave,
and she's beautiful ... and she'd like nothing better than to see Bill Murphy dead. Her oilman
father's been killed, and Marcia tags Murphy as the murderer. Murphy's guilty of a lot of things,
but murder's not one of them. He's drilling down for the truth, and now it's his land, his love for
Marcia-and his life-that are on the line. With so much at stake, he'll go to any length to come out
on top of the Black Towers to Danger.
PB 9781592122578 £10.99 October 2013 Galaxy Press 144 pages
CD-Audio 9781592122356 £16.79 October 2013 Galaxy Press
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Destiny's Drum
L. Ron Hubbard
Soldier, adventurer, and man of the world-with a touch of con man thrown in for good measurePhil Sheridan is a perfect role for a young Steve McQueen. But Sheridan's world-wandering ways
may soon come to a very abrupt-and violent-end . . . on the long-forgotten Indonesian island of
Kamling. Falling into the hands of a bloodthirsty tribe led by the notorious slave trader known as
Portuguese Joe, Sheridan discovers that there's not enough room on the island for the two of
them. And Portuguese Joe has the perfect solution: dispatch Sheridan to another world . . . with
the help of a firing squad. But Sheridan has other plans. The island is home to a hidden fortune
in gold-and a gold miner's beautiful daughter-and he means to get his hands on both of them. If
he can avoid the exotic dangers lurking at every turn.
PB 9781592123216 £10.99 May 2010 Galaxy Press 136 pages
CD-Audio 9781592122936 £16.79 May 2010 Galaxy Press

Forbidden Gold
L. Ron Hubbard
The ancient jungles of the Yucatán hide a world of secrets... the secrets of wealth, love, and fate.
Now daredevil pilot Kurt Reid is about to tempt fate and fly into the heart of that jungle in search
of his destiny-an adventure as daring and dangerous as any undertaken by Indiana Jones. He's
looking for gold, but not just any. He's after one particular nugget-flying blind into a tropical
haystack in search of a very valuable needle. Thanks to his grandfather's vexing dying wish, his
entire inheritance-as well as the shape of his future-hangs on the success of his journey. As if that
weren't bad enough, Kurt soon finds that his family legacy runs deep and dark in the Yucatán.
The Mayans mistake Kurt for his grandfather, and they've got fifty-years’ worth of revenge to
serve up. Whether he lands on the sacrificial altar or in the arms of his sexy co-pilot Joy, things
are bound to heat up fast in pursuit of Forbidden Gold.
PB 9781592122721 £10.99 June 2014 Galaxy Press 152 pages
CD-Audio 9781592123070 £16.79 June 2014 Galaxy Press

Golden Hell
L. Ron Hubbard
A blind obsession. A driving ambition. A relentless, unrestrained, single-minded pursuit of a shiny
metal. These are the symptoms of a condition known as gold fever, and, like Bogart in The
Treasure of the Sierra Madre, American mining engineer Captain Humbert Reynolds has got it
bad. Possible side effects include: temporary insanity, a propensity for violence, and death. The
search for gold has taken Reynolds from the ruins of the Yucatan to the mountains of Ecuador to
the wilderness of northern Canada. Now, his search for a yellow brick bonanza has brought him
halfway around the world, to the Gobi desert. But the lure of the precious metal is about to lead
Reynolds into a Golden Hell, as he plunges into an inferno-a mountain of horrors run by an
unspeakably evil gang. And if he doesn't find a way out, a path to redemption, he may find that
instead of snatching the ultimate prize he will have to pay the ultimate price. Also includes the
adventure "Pearl Pirate," a story of betrayal and deceit in which an American captain loses his
ship to a money-lender, and the only way to get it back is to outfight and outfox a ruthless pirate
and bring home a fortune in black pearls.
PB 9781592122738 £10.99 January 2010 Galaxy Press 144 pages
CD-Audio 9781592122530 £16.79 January 2010 Galaxy Press
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Loot of the Shanung
L. Ron Hubbard
Stop the presses! One hundred thousand dollar reward offered for the return of George Harley
Rockham! That's more than enough to turn Shanghai newspaperman Jimmy Vance's head. Throw
in the gorgeous dame who's offering the reward-Rockham's daughter Virginia-and he might lose
his head altogether. As fast-talking as Jimmy Stewart in The Philadelphia Story, Vance jumps at
the chance . . . the money . . . and the girl. But as Jimmy quickly discovers, there are several billion
reasons to watch his back. Because that's how much Rockham is worth, and there are some very
hard cases out there willing to kill to separate the old man from his money. Next thing Jimmy
knows, Virginia's tied to a chair, and he's got a couple of guns pointed at his head. But it'll take
more than a little rope and a couple of firearms to keep this reporter down. The truth is tied to
the mysterious fate of a steamship named Shanung-and what Jimmy finds could be the biggest
story of his life . . . if he lives to tell it.
PB 9781592122899 £10.99 March 2014 Galaxy Press (CA) 136 pages
CD-Audio 9781592123124 £16.79 March 2014 Galaxy Press

Sea Fangs
L. Ron Hubbard
Bob Sherman has a strength of character and purpose that would make Spencer Tracy. But
signing on to the crew of the yacht Bonito, he'll need every ounce of his strength and courage to
overcome the forces arrayed against him in Sea Fangs. He'll take on the forces of nature-a
hurricane smashing into the boat off the Venezuelan coast. He'll stand up to the forces of
ignorance-Bonito's incompetent captain. He'll defy the forces of corruption-the boat's owner,
who stripped him of his land years ago. And he'll fight the forces of evil-a ruthless band of pirates
who take all aboard, including the owner's daughter, to the uncharted Island of Death. His fate
intertwined with a woman whose father stole everything he valued, Sherman is about to discover
that there's one force as powerful, unpredictable and dangerous as the sea itself ... the force of
a beautiful woman's love.
PB 9781592122509 £10.99 June 2010 Galaxy Press 120 pages
CD-Audio 9781592122233 £16.79 June 2010 Galaxy Press

The Black Sultan
L. Ron Hubbard
Meet Eddie Moran, a slightly disreputable American cooling his heels in French Morocco. And
don't be surprised if the young Cary Grant comes to mind, because Eddie's as smooth as they
come, one step ahead of the game...and of the police. Who's after him? Just about everybody.
What's he done? A bit of everything-smuggler, revolutionary, whatever crooked little scheme
will pay for his next meal or next drink. But Eddie's latest caper is one he may not be able to
escape...even if he wants to. Stumbling into a fight between a couple of Berber chieftains, Eddie
lands in a prison run by The Black Sultan. He may be a captive of the Sultan, but he's captivated
by a stunning young woman the Sultan means to add to his harem. For her, Eddie might just go
straight-if he can get them out of this hellhole alive.
PB 9781592123537 £10.99 March 2013 Galaxy Press 136 pages
CD-Audio 9781592121458 £16.79 March 2013 Galaxy Press
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The Bold Dare All
L. Ron Hubbard
As brash and bold and daring as Steve McQueen, Lieutenant Lee Briscoe will never back away
from a good cause or good fight. And when it comes to heroism, he and McQueen are in the
same band of brothers. Briscoe's gone undercover to infiltrate a slave-labor camp on an island in
Southeast Asia, knowing full well that once he goes in, he may never get out. Posing as a man on
the run for murder, he may soon wish he had run in the opposite direction. His adversary on the
island is Schwenk-a man who is not only a connoisseur of cruelty, but an expert at delivering it.
And for Briscoe, the stakes have just shot up. An innocent young woman has landed on the island
and fallen into Schwenk's clutches, sold to him to do with her as he pleases. Escape is the only
option . . . or both Briscoe and the girl are sure to face a fate worse than death.
PB 9781592123063 £10.99 June 2014 Galaxy Press 136 pages
CD-Audio 9781592122660 £16.79 June 2014 Galaxy Press

The Devil-With Wings
L. Ron Hubbard
Fighter pilot Gary Forsythe is a man on fire. He's tough, steely-eyed, hunted by many and feared
by all. He's British Secret Service-a striking predecessor to James Bond-with a chip on his shoulder
and a .50 calibre machinegun in his flying killing machine. He is The Devil-With Wings. The
Japanese have invaded Manchuria, and Forsythe has made it his mission to stop them. Japanese
Military Intelligence has made it their mission to knock the Devil out of the skies. But a dogfight
with the Imperial Japanese Air Force is child's play compared to the challenge that awaits him....
Her name is Patricia Weston. Japanese spies have falsely accused the British pilot of murdering
her brother-and now she wants vengeance. And for once in his life, Forsythe is disarmed-by his
love for a woman who has vowed to kill him.
PB 9781592123094 £10.99 March 2013 Galaxy Press 136 pages
CD-Audio 9781592123100 £16.79 March 2013 Galaxy Press

The Headhunters
L. Ron Hubbard
Tom Christian is on the trail of revenge and a fortune in gold. As square-jawed and rugged as
Clark Gable in his prime, Tom is headed deep into the jungles of the Solomon Islands to find Punjo
Charlie-the ruthless criminal who killed his partner. But these jungles are thick with danger . . .
as greed, temptation and sudden violence threaten to draw Tom into the heart of darkness.
There's a pile of gold. . . . There's a beautiful blonde. . . . And there's a bloodthirsty tribe of
headhunters who have fallen under the spell of Punjo Charlie. The trap has been set. The
question is: will Tom fall into it? Will he lose his way and lose his head . . . or will he get his
revenge, get the gold and get the girl? The answer lies buried in the rain forest . . . and in Tom's
heart. And as he's about to discover, there's only one way out of the jungle: all-out war.
PB 9781592123582 £10.99 February 2011 Galaxy Press 136 pages
CD-Audio 9781592122882 £16.79 February 2011 Galaxy Press
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The Iron Duke
L. Ron Hubbard
He's a lady's man, a man's man-and a wanted man, on the run in 1930s Europe.... Meet conman
Blacky Lee, ruggedly handsome with a quick wit and a roguish charm. Think Clark Gable-with
larceny in his heart and a price on his head. A price put there by the German Gestapo. But Blacky's
always got an angle, and this time it's as audacious as they come. He'll hide in plain sight, with
the stolen identity of the crowned head of a Balkan kingdom-the Iron Duke. Can he pull it off?
Win the love of a country beset with communism ... and of the beautiful Countess? All Blacky has
to do is risk everything-and, for once in his life, find a way to do the right thing and reform.
PB 9781592123193 £10.99 March 2009 Galaxy Press 128 pages
CD-Audio 9781592121731 £16.79 March 2009 Galaxy Press

The Red Dragon
L. Ron Hubbard
As a lieutenant in the US Marine Corps-as handsome and cocky as Richard Gere-Michael Stuart
was once considered an officer and a gentleman. But that's all changed. Now he's seen as a
renegade, a traitor and a thief. Stuart is a man without a country ... and perhaps without a prayer.
Why? Because in a daring plot to foil the Japanese puppet regime in China, he set out to reinstate
the country's true emperor. Known now as the Red Dragon, Stuart is a soldier of fortune in wartorn Manchuria-and a man of honour in a world of treachery. Stuart's latest adventure takes him
from Peking to the Great Wall and beyond. He's in a race against time and against the Japanese
super-spy known as the Hell-Cat, both of them in hot pursuit of an elusive black chest. For Stuart,
the ultimate prize is one filled with mystery, power, and treasure-not only in the chest itself, but
in the love of the beautiful woman who has sent him on this mission....
PB 9781592123285 £10.99 May 2013 Galaxy Press 124 pages
CD-Audio 9781592122288 £16.79 June 2013 Galaxy Press

The Sky Devil
L. Ron Hubbard
Vic Kennedy is in one hell of a jam. Quick-witted and sharp-tongued with a maverick sense of
adventure, Vic's flown out of trouble by the skin of his teeth ... and straight into the jaws of
disaster. He chose the wrong side of a rebellion, and now the French have bid him adieu and the
British have said off you go. It seems the only place that will have him is Greece. The problem
with that is, as soon as the Greeks get him, they plan on giving him a real send off-at the gallows.
But Vic has a better idea, plotting a course for an oasis in the Sahara ... where things are looking
up. A gorgeous captive princess mistakes Vic for a genie- The Sky Devil -and if he gets his wish,
well, this Sky Devil will certainly have his day. If he lives to see it. Also includes the adventures
"Buckley Plays a Hunch," in which an adventurer seeks to solve the mystery of three castaways
who refuse to be rescued; and "Medals for Mahoney," the story of a man who journeys into the
heart of darkness to thwart a murderous conspiracy.
PB 9781592124015 £10.99 October 2013 Galaxy Press 152 pages
CD-Audio 9781592123292 £16.79 October 2013 Galaxy Press
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The Trail of the Red Diamonds
L. Ron Hubbard
An obscure original manuscript of Marco Polo's travels . . . A tantalizing clue to the site of Kublai
Khan's fabled burial site . . . A chance to unearth the truth behind a long-lost treasure. It's an
opportunity that would make Indiana Jones drop everything but his whip and race off to China.
But he'd be too late. Lieutenant Jonathan Daly is way ahead of him. Two bullet holes and a bad
case of malaria may not be enough to stop Daly, but a crew of criminals, a brood of British agents,
and the entire Chinese army are all in the game . . . and determined to keep him out of it. The
stakes are too high, and the potential rewards too great, though, to let a little treachery, betrayal
and human sacrifice stand in Daly's way. He's hot on The Trail of the Red Diamonds-a cache of
exceedingly rare gems that were meant to light the way to heaven as an offering to the gods. A
tomb holding the lost treasure of Kublia Khan And only God knows if Daly will manage to dig up
the diamonds . . . or end up buried with them. It was on Hubbard's second journey to East Asia
that he met British Secret Service agent, Major Ian MacBean, who introduced him to a world of
deception and conspiracy in the region. He also learned of the thriving-and dangerous-trade in
stolen Chinese treasures. As if to underscore the authenticity of The Trail of the Red DiamondsHubbard published the story under the byline Lieutenant Jonathan Daly, the hero of the piece.
Also includes the rousing adventure Hurricane's Roar , the story of an American pilot in Mongolia
who whips up a storm of death-defying air battles . . . in the search for peace.
PB 9781592123315 £10.99 September 2010 Galaxy Press 124 pages
CD-Audio 9781592123261 £16.79 September 2010 Galaxy Press

Twenty Fathoms Down
L. Ron Hubbard
As daring and defiant as Kirk Douglas journeying 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea, there's no
stopping diver Hawk Ridley as he takes the plunge into a briny world of untold riches and danger.
The Caribbean is a fortune hunter's dream, salted with the gold of galleons long ago claimed by
the deep. Now Hawk's headed for the Windward Passage of Haiti to stake his claim. But a rival
team has also picked up the scent, and they're willing to turn the sea red with blood to get to the
gold first. Fighting off ruthless competitors is nothing new to Hawk...but fighting off a beautiful
woman is a different story. Is she an innocent stowaway or a seductive saboteur? Between the
cool millions lying on the bottom of the ocean, and the boiling-hot race to grab it, Hawk's about
to find the answer and make a discovery Twenty Fathoms Down that will blow you out of the
water.
PB 9781592122516 £10.99 May 2013 Galaxy Press 136 pages
CD-Audio 9781592123469 £16.79 June 2013 Galaxy Press

Yukon Madness
L. Ron Hubbard
There are all kinds of crazy, but there's only one Yukon Madness. And Royal Mountie Tommy
McKenna-a role made for Canadian-born Glenn Ford-has seen first-hand the terror that follows
in its wake ... his partner murdered and fed to a pack of wolves. But that's only a taste of the
horrors to come. Bent on revenge, McKenna sets out to find the madman himself-a monster who
goes by the name Itauk. He quickly finds, however, that there's only one way to get to the beastthrough the man's raven-haired beauty of a girlfriend, Raja. But whose side is Raja on? Can
McKenna win her over? Or will he too end up dead meat? The bait has been cast, the scent has
been taken, and the trap has been set. The only question is, who is the predator and who is the
prey?
PB 9781592123179 £10.99 January 2010 Galaxy Press 120 pages
CD-Audio 9781592122608 £16.79 January 2010 Galaxy Press
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Adventure
A Very Strange Trip
L. Ron Hubbard
Private Dumphee, the military's renowned cargo driver, is about to have a very bad few millennia
on this VERY STRANGE TRIP. He is a stranger to technology in action. He is use too running
valuable commodities, such as moonshine in the rough country. Not a time machine during a
volatile storm. The combination of bad weather and bad timing has gotten Dumphee into a very
precarious position. In this urban fantasy, Dumphee will have to face off against Mayan
civilization, prehistoric threat, the countdown of a clock and Native Americans dead set on having
him for a new headpiece. His defences are some faulty futuristic military weapons and three
squaw intent on being his wife (a woman's adventure with a twist!) Dumphee doesn't know how
he's going to make it, but with some promises to his stubborn companions and a few bright ideas
he may just make it back home alive.
HB 9781592120017 £25.99 July 1998 Galaxy Press 250 pages

Ai! Pedrito!
L. Ron Hubbard
A rollicking and unpredictable adventure through the world of spies and double agents, lovers
and enemies (often one and same). It has been said that somewhere in the world you have an
exact double. This rocket-ride of a novel ignites with the sudden cry of "Ai! Pedrito!", as Naval
Lieutenant Tom Smith discovers that his exact look-alike is the notorious South American
revolutionary and spy, Pedrito Miraflores.
HB 9781592120031 £25.99 June 1998 Galaxy Press (CA) 370 pages

Buckskin Brigades
L. Ron Hubbard
The Lewis & Clark murder of a Native American Blackfoot Indian changes the course of history.
One white man raised by the Blackfeet-Yellow Hair-undertakes a treacherous adventure across
the uncharted wilderness. Experience a panoramic journey across the pages of American history
in this thrilling story of a proud, courageous man pushed to the limits of endurance... and of a
country on the threshold of a bloody conflict that will change it forever.
PB 9781592120123 £7.99 May 2005 Galaxy Press 302 pages

Final Blackout
L. Ron Hubbard
A land ravaged by war without end. Cities gutted by weapons of mass destruction. Countries laid
waste by biological warfare. Governments ruined by greed, violence, and corruption. This is a
world in the throes of economic decay and at the mercy of terrorists. This is Asia. This is Europe.
This is America. This is Final Blackout. Across this devastated, post-apocalyptic landscape
marches one extraordinary soldier and his band of brothers. He is the Lieutenant, a hardened
military strategist and a charismatic leader of men. The narrow-minded high command may have
relieved the Lieutenant of duty, but not of his honour-and his crack unit of warriors remains
fiercely loyal to him. Now, in a time of deception, desperation, and betrayal, they are headed
into the ultimate battle against the ultimate enemy-their own treacherous leaders. But for the
Lieutenant, a hero at the crossroads of history, it is time to do what is best for his country and
for his men-to undertake one last act of courage and sacrifice ... the Final Blackout.
PB 9781592120550 £8.99 May 2005 Galaxy Press 240 pages
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Historical Fiction Short Stories Collection
All Frontiers Are Jealous
L. Ron Hubbard
A charming rogue cut from the same cloth as Robert Mitchum, American engineer Dan Courtney
is learning fast that it takes more than a little charm to lay the groundwork for a railroad.
Particularly when the plan is to build it across some of the roughest and most dangerous territory
on earth. Courtney's been hired to survey the land that would link up the Uganda Railway to the
Anglo-Egyptian railroad. Running through desert, jungle and mountains, this is one line-and
story-with more twists and turns than the New York City subway system. Diamond smugglers. A
fearsome native tribe. A beautiful young American woman . . . and a man determined to kill her.
Put them all together and you've got a world where All Frontiers Are Jealous. It's up to Courtney
to tame those frontiers-take on the tribe, save the woman, and save the future of the railroad . .
. before his blood ends up on the tracks
PB 9781592122547 £10.99 August 2010 Galaxy Press (CA) 128 pages
CD-Audio 9781592123384 £16.79 August 2010 Galaxy Press

Hurtling Wings
L. Ron Hubbard
Cast Spencer Tracy as Speed Kyle, master-builder of the hottest, fastest planes around. Then give
the role of Cal Bradley, daredevil test pilot who pushes those planes to the limit, to a young
hotshot like Tony Curtis. Add Grace Kelly as Speed's blond bombshell daughter who fears that
Cal will go too far-and you've got a winner. And as far as Speed and Cal are concerned, winning
is everything. Speed's company is bleeding cash, and they need money quick. They're competing
in the upcoming National Air Meet, and to the victor goes the spoils-some extremely lucrative
contracts. But there's sabotage in the air and love on the ground-and together they make a very
volatile mix. If you love fast planes, fast action and unforgettable women, grab onto Hurtling
Wings and hold on for dear life.
PB 9781592122851 £10.99 August 2010 Galaxy Press (CA) 90 pages
CD-Audio 9781592123032 £16.79 August 2010 Galaxy Press

Inky Odds
L. Ron Hubbard
Bat Conroy-cut him and he'd bleed ink, he's a born newspaperman. Edward R. Murrow, Walter
Cronkite, Eric Sevareid-the greatest American journalists of the 20th century all made their
names as war correspondents, but none of them would have beat out Bat Conroy to a good story.
Which makes it that much more mystifying-and aggravating-when an unknown writer, filing
under the byline Perry Lane, scoops Bat on every story that comes along. Bat's always been the
go-to reporter covering the Japanese invasion of China ... until this Perry Lane person came along
to steal his thunder and maybe even his job. Now, the biggest story of the war is about to hit the
fan, and Bat's going to get to the source first if it kills him. But the most shocking news of all is
the true identity of the elusive Perry Lane.
PB 9781592122868 £10.99 April 2009 Galaxy Press 107 pages
CD-Audio 9781592121632 £16.79 April 2009 Galaxy Press
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Man-Killers of the Air
L. Ron Hubbard
Take a touch of Charles Lindbergh, mix in a dash of Evel Knievel, throw in one man-killing cat-and
you've got a recipe for a rip-roaring adventure featuring the high-flying, hard-living Smoke
Burnham. There's not a dare Smoke won't take, and there's not a wager he won't make. Now
he's betting his life that he can fly his plane, Super Comet-with his pet cheetah Patty coming
along for the ride-across the mountains and jungles of South America to a prize-winning payday.
All he has to do is out-race the competition, out-maneuver a saboteur, and make out with his
girl-who's determined to bring him down to earth. One thing you can count on-in the air, in a
fight, or in his girlfriend's arms-he's a man who likes to turn up the heat. Because where there's
Smoke, there's fire.
PB 9781592122912 £10.99 April 2009 Galaxy Press (CA) 107 pages
CD-Audio 9781592122295 £16.79 April 2009 Galaxy Press

Mister Tidwell Gunner
L. Ron Hubbard
Imagine a young Laurence Olivier cast as a scholarly Oxford professor-an academic snatched out
of his bookish world and pressed into service aboard Lord Nelson's legendary British fleet-in the
position of schoolmaster. Such is the life of the land-loving, seafaring Mister Tidwell, Gunner.
Thrust into service at the height of the Napoleonic Wars, Tidwell soon finds himself directly in
the line of fire and way out of his depth. Fate has cast him into a terrible and terrifying spot-alone
on deck to face the fearsome approach of a French man-o'-war. The professor is about to get an
object lesson in war, self-reliance ... and survival. Overwhelmed by the smell of gunpowder, the
sound of cannons, and the sight of death, he will either experience the sweet taste of victory ...
or the bitter taste of his own blood. Also includes the sea adventures The Drowned City, the story
of two deep-sea divers who set out in search of a long-lost treasure only to find that the waters
are full of treacherous currents and even more treacherous men; and Submarine, in which a
young sailor on leave enjoys a quiet interlude with his girlfriend-only to have it interrupted by a
call to duty and danger.
PB 9781592123971 £10.99 June 2014 Galaxy Press 152 pages
CD-Audio 9781592124060 £16.79 June 2014 Galaxy Press

The Battling Pilot
L. Ron Hubbard
Pilot Pete England used to think there was nothing more exciting in the world than flying off into
the wild blue yonder. But lately the blue yonder hasn't been wild at all . . . it's been downright
dull. Pete's like a jaded Clark Gable who's hungry for adventure-and he's about to get his fill. Pete
has fallen into a rut, flying the same route-New York to D.C.-with the same passengers, day after
day after day. He might as well be driving a bus... until "her highness" climbs aboard. Apparently
a princess, she's the Carole Lombard to Pete's Clark Gable, and for one flight, she's bought up
every ticket on the plane. Once Pete gets her into the air, the action heats up fast. He learns that
the lady is at the centre of some international intrigue that could turn the tide of war ... and now
a mysterious plane is on their tail, bent on shooting them out of the sky. But that's the least of
Pete's concerns. There's more to this princess than meets the eye, and falling in love with her
could turn out to be the greatest flight risk of all.
PB 9781592123056 £10.99 June 2012 Galaxy Press 128 pages
CD-Audio 9781592122967 £16.79 June 2012 Galaxy Press
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The Dive Bomber
L. Ron Hubbard
Lucky Martin is a daredevil of the skies-a test pilot who lives to break the rules and push the
envelope. Sound like a perfect role for Errol Flynn? It did to Hollywood, as Flynn was cast in the
movie of the same name. Lucky's a trailblazer-flying higher and faster than any pilot out there.
His latest invention could change the face of air warfare and alter the balance of world power.
It's The Dive Bomber-a perfectly designed aircraft for the U.S. Navy. There's only one problemup to now every test flight has ended in disaster. The reason: sabotage. America's enemies will
go to any length to get their hands on his design-from savage attacks to kidnapping his fiancée.
Lucky'll have to push his luck to the very limit to save his plane, save his girl . . . and save his
country.
PB 9781592123117 £10.99 March 2013 Galaxy Press 136 pages
CD-Audio 9781592122301 £16.79 March 2013 Galaxy Press

The Sky-Crasher
L. Ron Hubbard
They don't call him Caution Jones for nothing. An ace pilot, ever since his barnstorming father
was killed in an air stunt, Jones has stuck strictly to business-as the no-nonsense general manager
of Trans-Continental Airlines. But, like Robert Redford in The Great Waldo Pepper, he's about to
find that, sometimes, if you want to get anywhere, you have to throw caution to the wind. The
race is on for a monster contract: the U.S. Postal Service. But to get it, Trans-Continental will have
to circle the globe and beat its top competitor to the prize. And there's only one pilot with the
skill to do it: Caution Jones. He'll have to dust off his wings and soar to heights even his father
never dreamed of. The wild blue yonder has never been wilder as Jones discovers that the
competition will go to any length to bring his plane down. But an even greater challenge sits in
his own cockpit-his co-pilot. She's blonde, she's brazen, and she just might get Caution Jones to
take the biggest risk of all. . . .
PB 9781592123308 £10.99 October 2009 Galaxy Press 136 pages
CD-Audio 9781592123872 £16.79 October 2009 Galaxy Press

Tomb of the Ten Thousand Dead
L. Ron Hubbard
Action packed and captivating tale. Captain Gordon is a Tomb Raider. Hired to fly a team of
American anthropologists to an arid mountain region now part of Pakistan bordering the Arabian
Sea. All goes well until an ancient map is discovered in an old pottery jar, revealing the site of a
vast lost treasure that Alexander the Great was bringing to Greece from his conquest of India.
More than 10,000 of Alexander's soldiers and camp followers lay buried in the high desert plains
along with the loot of India - hidden in a tomb never to be reclaimed. With the map's discovery,
all academic pretence is dropped. Now Gordon finds himself caught in the middle of the
expedition where murder replaces scholarship as the best method to uncover the valuable
hoard. His colleagues have one goal now, to raid a tomb belonging to Alexander the Great at all
cost.
PB 9781592123353 £10.99 June 2011 Galaxy Press 136 pages
CD-Audio 9781592123230 £16.79 June 2011 Galaxy Press
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Trouble on His Wings
L. Ron Hubbard
Flying into action, daredevil photojournalist Johnny Brice is always looking for trouble . . . and
more often than not, finding it. But he doesn't know what real trouble is until he rescues the
beautiful woman he calls Jinx from a sinking ship. Like Bogie and Bacall, they're made for each
other-even if they are a dangerous mix. Get the picture? Well, Johnny always does. The problem
is, with Jinx now in the picture, all his photo-scoops are going down the drain-losing his film to
water, fire or war. And it all comes to a head on assignment in China, when the Japanese shoot
his plane down and take Jinx and Johnny prisoner. Their lives at risk, it's time for Johnny to get
the real story about the lady. Is she really a jinx . . . or something even more sinister? In an
adventure full of surprising discoveries, getting at the truth leads to the most shocking twist of
all.
PB 9781592123360 £10.99 March 2012 Galaxy Press 144 pages
CD-Audio 9781592123087 £16.79 March 2012 Galaxy Press

Under the Black Ensign
L. Ron Hubbard
Long before Captain Jack Sparrow raised hell with the Pirates of the Caribbean, Tom Bristol sailed
to hell and back Under the Black Ensign. That's where the real adventure begins. Bristol's had
plenty of bad luck in his life. Press-ganged into serving aboard a British vessel, he's felt the cruel
captain's lash on his back. Then, freed from his servitude by pirates, his good fortune immediately
takes a bad turn ... the buccaneers accuse him of murder and leave him to die on a deserted
island. Now all he has left are a few drops of water, a gun and just enough bullets to put himself
out of his misery. But Bristol's luck is about to change. Finding himself in the unexpected
company of a fiery woman, he rescues a slave ship, unsheathes his sword, raises a pirate flag of
his own and sets off to make love and war on the open seas in this nautical adventure.
PB 9781592123391 £10.99 September 2008 Galaxy Press 121 pages
CD-Audio 9781592123339 £16.79 September 2008 Galaxy Press

Horror & Ghost Stories
Fear
L. Ron Hubbard
Professor James Lowry doesn't believe in ghosts, the supernatural, the surreal, or any type of
dark fantasy. Not until a gentle spring evening when his hat disappeared, and suddenly he
couldn't remember the last four hours of his life. Now, the quiet university town of Atworthy is
changing - slightly at first, then faster and more frighteningly each time he tries to remember.
Lowry is pursued by a dark, secret evil that is turning his whole world against him while it
whispers a his forgotten scary story from the shadows: If you find your hat you'll find your four
hours. If you find your four hours then you will die... Fear turns to terror...
PB 9781592120147 £8.99 May 2005 Galaxy Press 240 pages
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Military & War Short Stories Collection
Fifty-Fifty O'Brien
L. Ron Hubbard
Winchester Remington Smith is a crack shot. Problem is, surrounded by roller coasters and
merry-go-rounds, his talent is going to waste, knocking down ducks in a carnival shooting gallery.
Win wants some real action, and like Gary Cooper as Sergeant York, he's going to war-running
off to join the U.S. Marines to fight a guerrilla insurgency south of the border. In the jungles of
Central America, Win takes a different kind of roller coaster ride. Quick and quiet, he's now a
runner. It's a vital role, but he feels like a messenger boy, unable to put his rifle to good use. Even
when he saves the life of First Sergeant Fifty-Fifty O'Brien-a Marine so gung-ho he has about a
fifty-fifty chance of survival-Win ends up facing a disciplinary hearing for disobeying orders. Can
the young sharpshooter redeem himself? Win's about to get his chance, an opportunity to deliver
a message that the Marines will never forget.
PB 9781592123629 £10.99 October 2014 Galaxy Press 144 pages
CD-Audio 9781592123209 £16.79 October 2014 Galaxy Press

Hell's Legionnaire
L. Ron Hubbard
American Ann Halliday is as sexy as Rita Hayworth and as fiery as the Sahara sun. And now she's
feeling some real heat, as the prize captive of the Berber leader Abd el Malek . . . also known as
"The Killer." But Abd el Malek wants Ann alive-and in chains-subject to his every whim and
fantasy. Dusty Colton, however, an American deserter from the French Foreign Legion, has a
different idea. With all the swagger of Robert Mitchum, he's determined to give "The Killer" a
taste of his own bloody medicine. The only problem is . . . Dusty himself is wanted for murder.
Can Ann and Dusty team up and turn evil on its head? One thing's for sure-between Ann and the
Hell's Legionnaire, the temperature is about to get even hotter.
PB 9781592123551 £10.99 March 2012 Galaxy Press 152 pages
CD-Audio 9781592122622 £16.79 March 2011 Galaxy Press

On Blazing Wings
L. Ron Hubbard
Embittered by past failures and broken dreams, American fighter pilot David Duane believes in
but one cause-his own. Europe is at war, and he'll fight it for a price, selling his deadly flying skills
to the highest bidder. Just as Bogart came to Casablanca to escape his past, Duane has come to
the icy white wastes of Scandinavia to wage a private war in the skies. But he's about to take off
on a flight and undertake an unforgettable journey-On Blazing Wings-to a place beyond the
imagination . . . leading to a revelation that will open his eyes and his heart. In a world divided
by war, Duane discovers that sometimes you have to make a choice, and that making the wrong
one could cost him the woman he loves. . . .
PB 9781592122943 £10.99 February 2011 Galaxy Press (CA) 128 pages
CD-Audio 9781592122325 £16.79 February 2011 Galaxy Press
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Hostage to Death
L. Ron Hubbard
Running off to join the French Foreign Legion used to be every boy's dream of action and
adventure. But for Lieutenant Bill Reilly-half Irish, half American, and like Peter O'Toole in
Lawrence of Arabia, a Westerner at war in the desert-the dream has turned into a nightmare.
And it all begins with the gruesome delivery of a severed hand. . . . The dead, gnarled fingers hold
a message from the Berber chief Abd el-Ulad. He challenges the courage of the Legion soldiers
and says he holds an American woman captive-who, if Reilly doesn't come to her rescue, is next
up for dismemberment. Reilly abandons his post guarding the trains and goes after her. But it's
all a trick. In his absence, the railroad falls victim to a terrorist attack. But who set the trap and
engineered the sabotage? Reilly is caught in a triangle of treachery as the French, Spanish and
native Berbers vie for control. His fate-as well as that of the American woman-rests on his ability
to escape a spider's web of double- and triple-crosses and uncover the truth in a desert of
deception.
PB 9781592122820 £10.99 October 2009 Galaxy Press 136 pages
CD-Audio 9781592123865 £16.79 October 2009 Galaxy Press

Orders is Orders
L. Ron Hubbard
The doomed Chinese city of Shunkien was being systematically destroyed. Japan's war machine
was pounding wreckage into ashes-wiping out a city that had thrived since the time of Genghis
Khan. One of the few buildings still standing is the American consulate where one hundred and
sixteen US refugees are facing almost certain death, either from high explosives, the ravages of
starvation or Asiatic cholera. Unbeknownst to the refugees, their fate rests in the hands of two
US Marines-Gunnery Sergeant James Mitchell and Private Spivits-and their ability to negotiate
two hundred miles of occupied territory in order to bring desperately needed gold and medicine,
while overcoming bullets, dive bombers, butchery and Mitchell's own personal nemesis and
deadly vice-alcohol. Add to these seemingly insurmountable odds, a seductive American fandancer who hitches along for the ride and saving the lives of the hostages is far from a fait
accompli.
PB 9781592122950 £10.99 March 2009 Galaxy Press 168 pages
CD-Audio 9781592122332 £16.79 March 2009 Galaxy Press

Red Death Over China
L. Ron Hubbard
It is one of the greatest conflicts-and a pivotal turning point-in history...the Chinese civil war. On
one side stands Chiang Kai-shek and the Nationalists. On the other, Mao Zedong and the
Communists. And their forces are about to meet in a decisive battle...the outcome of which is in
the hands of one American pilot, John Hampton, a man who, like Bogart in Casablanca, couldn't
care less... He's a mercenary, flying for the highest bidder, his only loyalty to himself and to cold
hard cash. He has nothing to believe in, and nothing to lose. But just as this is a critical moment
in history, so, too, is it about to become a defining moment in Hampton's life. What is the
extraordinary experience that has the power to penetrate Hampton's armour of cynicism and
touch his heart? What is it that makes him see that there are things, other than money, that are
worth fighting-and maybe even dying-for? The surprising answers spur him to undertake the
ultimate mission in Red Death Over China.
PB 9781592123643 £10.99 October 2012 Galaxy Press 124 pages
CD-Audio 9781592123346 £16.79 October 2012 Galaxy Press
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Sabotage in the Sky
L. Ron Hubbard
Bill Trevillian is as ruggedly handsome as he is bold and brave. Kip Lee is as strikingly beautiful as
she is fiery and fearless. And they've got something in common. They're both test pilots . . . for
rival aviation companies. Put them together and, like a young Tracy and Hepburn, sparks are
bound to fly. The Second World War is raging in Europe, and England and France are looking to
America for a fighter plane to match up with the superior Nazi Messerschmitt. The competition
between Bill and Kip is fierce, and the stakes are stratospheric. Because there's an added element
in the mix: a deadly saboteur. People say all's fair in love and war, but when there's Sabotage in
the Sky, the flight path from heated rivalry to heated romance could lead Bill and Kip to crash
and burn.
PB 9781592122974 £10.99 July 2009 Galaxy Press 120 pages
CD-Audio 9781592122790 £16.79 July 2009 Galaxy Press

Sky Birds Dare!
L. Ron Hubbard
When it comes to flying gliders, ace pilot Breeze Callaghan is as smooth as they come. He perfects
a skill that will prove vitally important for decades to come-even into the jet age, as
demonstrated by Captain Sully Sullenberger, who famously landed his disabled passenger plane
on the Hudson River. Sully's jet was brought down by a flock of geese, while Breeze is going up
against a vulture named Badger O'Dowell. Both pilots are vying for a Navy contract, and Badger
would love to shoot the Breeze ... literally. Short of that he'll do everything he can to sabotage
Breeze in flight. It's game on, and as Breeze is about to discover, Badger's an expert at playing
dirty. And there's much more than money at stake: there's his reputation, his life, and his love of
a beautiful woman. A storm is brewing, and as for danger, the sky's the limit when Sky Birds Dare!
PB 9781592123001 £10.99 October 2011 Galaxy Press 128 pages
CD-Audio 9781592122318 £16.79 October 2011 Galaxy Press

The Falcon Killer
L. Ron Hubbard
The Japanese military has turned the once-thriving Chinese city of Nencheng into a reeking pile
of blood and ash. And now the Japanese Rising Sun threatens to scorch the ancient-and oil-richKingdom of the Silver Lake. Can the Chinese survive the onslaught? Do they have a prayer? The
answer is about to fall out of the sky. He is The Falcon Killer. China's ace fighter pilot and scourge
of the Japanese air force, he is, in fact, Bill Gaylord, an American orphaned and self-reliant-a man
without a country and without fear. Like William Holden, he's the guy every man wants to be ...
and every woman wants to be with. Shot down over Nencheng, Gaylord parachutes into the arms
of the one woman who can give him reason to live ... and to rejoin the fight against Japan-as he
squares off against their top spy. His prey is in his sights, and catching it will change everything
... for The Falcon Killer.
PB 9781592123131 £10.99 June 2011 Galaxy Press 128 pages
CD-Audio 9781592122783 £16.79 June 2011 Galaxy Press
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The Green God
L. Ron Hubbard
Private detective Sam Spade nearly died, several times over, chasing The Maltese Falcon. But
what Spade faced in pursuit of the black bird was child's play compared to what Lieutenant Bill
Mahone of Naval Intelligence endures when he sets out to find the Green God. He's tortured
with knives, threatened with a slow, painful death, and buried alive. And then things get really
nasty. The entire Chinese city of Tientsin is under siege from within-the streets filled with rioting,
arson, mass looting and murder. And all because the city's sacred idol, the Green God, has gone
missing. Mahone's convinced he knows who stole the deity of jade, diamonds and pearls. To
retrieve it, though, he'll have to go undercover and underground. But he's walking a razor's edgebetween worship and warfare, between a touch of heaven and a taste of bloody hell.
PB 9781592123605 £10.99 March 2014 Galaxy Press 136 pages
CD-Audio 9781592123155 £16.79 March 2014 Galaxy Press

The Lieutenant Takes the Sky
L. Ron Hubbard
American pilot Mike Malloy has learned his lesson: when you join the French Foreign Legion, it's
best not to wipe the floor with two French officers. . . no matter how richly they deserve it. And
it appears he has all the time in the world to think about it. He's been sentenced to five years in
a Moroccan penal battalion-which is French for death sentence. But Malloy, who could easily
pass for actor Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., is about to get a reprieve ... if he's willing to fly into the
heart of the Sahara and into the teeth of a Berber rebellion. It's an offer Malloy can't refuse. All
he has to do is fly two passengers into the desert and return with a book that disappeared 800
years ago. But as he's a man who doesn't go by the book, this expedition could turn out to have
unexpected benefits. One of his passengers is a young American woman whose eyes are as
beautiful and blue as the wild blue yonder....
PB 9781592123223 £10.99 October 2013 Galaxy Press 136 pages
CD-Audio 9781592123018 £16.79 October 2013 Galaxy Press

The Phantom Patrol
L. Ron Hubbard
The story of Coast Guard Chief Petty Officer Johnny Trescott. A man as smart, tough, and fearless
as they come. But he's about to lose everything-his boat, his freedom, and his identity. Long
before Tom Hanks as Captain Phillips fell into the hands of modern-day pirates, Johnny faced the
same high-stakes action on the high seas. He's cunning has always outwitted his antagonists, but
now the odds have turned and he must pull off the ultimate drug bust. An adversary that has
emerged from the deep blue. Johnny has met his match.
PB 9781592123278 £10.99 June 2011 Galaxy Press 144 pages
CD-Audio 9781592122776 £16.79 June 2011 Galaxy Press
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Trick Soldier
L. Ron Hubbard
Meet Lieutenant Flint: hard-edged and muscle-bound, radiating machismo-a bull of a soldier. In
the opposite corner stands Captain Turner: with his pencil moustache and tailored shirts, he's a
Trick Soldier-smart, crisply-dressed, and always at attention. They're fire and ice, oil and water...
Sean Penn and Michael J. Fox in Casualties of War. Ten years ago and a thousand miles away,
they attended boot camp together. They didn't get along then . . . and they don't get along now.
Reunited in the Haitian jungles, in the midst of a fierce rebel uprising, they confront the most
dangerous enemy of all-each other. It's time for heroes to rise and cowards to fall, and in the
case of Lieutenant Flint and Captain Turner, bravery runs deep. When brute strength confronts
military honour, the true measure of a man is not in his fists, but in his heart.
PB 9781592123612 £10.99 May 2013 Galaxy Press 114 pages
CD-Audio 9781592123186 £16.79 June 2013 Galaxy Press

While Bugles Blow!
L. Ron Hubbard
He's a handsome American Lieutenant in the French Foreign Legion. She's a beautiful woman
who's as fiery as the North African sun . . . and as mysterious as the far side of the moon. And
she's all his-bought and paid for in the village square. Put them together-Cary Grant and Hedy
Lamarr-and you're sure to get fireworks. The only reason the Lieutenant bought her was to free
her from the slave trade. But now that he's got her, he's got trouble. Two violent native tribes
are determined to get their hands on the woman . . . even if it means unleashing an all-out war.
The warriors lay siege to the outpost-3000 of them versus 60 Legionnaires within. Can the
Lieutenant hold the fort against the onslaught? And how long can he fend off the powerful
feelings he has for the woman in his care? And, finally, does he have any idea of the secret in her
past that could change everything?
PB 9781592122981 £10.99 October 2012 Galaxy Press 124 pages
CD-Audio 9781592123377 £16.79 October 2012 Galaxy Press

Wind-Gone-Mad
L. Ron Hubbard
Who is Wind-Gone-Mad? He is an ace pilot, a fearless fighter, and the ultimate defender of a
war-torn China. But like the storied hero Batman, he is also an enigma, a man in disguise, his true
identity shrouded in mystery. And, as with the Caped Crusader and the Joker, he faces one
ruthless nemesis above all . . . a man known simply as "The Butcher." The epic battle has been
set into motion by Jim Dahlgren-an American executive with the Amalgamated Aeronautical
Company. He is determined to give China a fighting chance against The Butcher . . . and against
the Western diplomats whose sole interest in the country is to profit from its internal strife.
China's only chance, Dahlgren realizes, is the legendary Wind-Gone-Mad. . . . To The Butcher,
China is a side of beef to carve up and serve at his pleasure. But when Wind-Gone-Mad flies into
the action, it may well be The Butcher who ends up being dead meat. Ultimately, the only thing
more thrilling than the mystery man's fighting spirit is the true nature of his identity…
PB 9781592122691 £10.99 October 2009 Galaxy Press 136 pages
CD-Audio 9781592123148 £16.79 October 2009 Galaxy Press
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Mystery & Suspense Short Stories Collection
Brass Keys to Murder
L. Ron Hubbard
U.S. Navy Lieutenant Steve Craig is in one hell of a mess. Being accused of murder is bad enough,
but the local police are convinced he's killed his own father. Alfred Hitchcock couldn't have
conceived a more diabolical plot for Cary Grant ... and now, for Steve Craig, the plot is about to
get down and dirty. Steve's safe from the cops as long as he stays aboard his Navy ship-but the
word safe isn't in his vocabulary. He slips off the vessel and vanishes into the seamy underside of
the city, determined to find out who took his father's life ... even if it means risking his own. He
follows a trail of smoke and mirrors and sudden violence to the Brass Keys to Murder. With them,
Steve will seek to unlock the terrible truth behind his father's death ... and an astonishing secret
that will change his life-and that of the woman he loves forever.
PB 9781592122592 £10.99 April 2009 Galaxy Press 107 pages
CD-Audio 9781592122813 £16.79 April 2009 Galaxy Press

Cargo of Coffins
L. Ron Hubbard
If Lars Marlin had three wishes, two have already been granted: he has escaped from Devil's
Island ... and he has come face to face with the man who put him there-Paco Corvino. But the
third wish-putting a bullet in Corvino-will have to wait. They're off to sea, and not since Fletcher
Christian and Captain Bligh set sail on the Bounty have two more heated enemies been in the
same boat. Corvino is a convict, con-man and killer who has schemed his way into a position as
chief steward on a luxury yacht sailing out of Rio de Janeiro. And, in a twist as devious as it is
diabolical, he's managed to install Lars-his hated rival-as captain of the very same vessel. And
there are even darker twists to come.... Lars is determined to find out what Corvino has up his
sleeve ... and what killer cargo he's hiding on board. But the yacht owner's daughter proves to
be a beautiful-and dangerous-distraction. Will Lars be safe in her arms ... or is she part of
Corvino's plot-a deadly trap set with honey?
PB 9781592123520 £10.99 July 2009 Galaxy Press 136 pages
CD-Audio 9781592121700 £16.79 July 2009 Galaxy Press

Hurricane
L. Ron Hubbard
In The Great Escape and Papillon, Steve McQueen embodied the tough guy on the run from
captivity and injustice. But when it comes to toughness, McQueen is following in the daring and
determined footsteps of Captain Spar. Wrongfully accused, Spar has been condemned to suffer
the brutality of the guards and the conditions on Devil's Island. But they haven't broken his will,
and now, escaping, he has one mission in life: revenge. Spar's out to kill the man who put him
into the devil's hands. But he'll have to take on a gallery of rogues who are as treacherous as the
waters of the Caribbean. Pressure is rising and a storm is brewing. But even in the face of a
natural disaster, Spar discovers that nothing is more volatile than human nature-as temptation
and danger are about to collide with Hurricane force.
PB 9781592122844 £10.99 October 2011 Galaxy Press 136 pages
CD-Audio 9781592122929 £16.79 September 2011 Galaxy Press
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Dead Men Kill
L. Ron Hubbard
As a police detective, he wants to know is who's behind the murders that have been targeting
the wealthy of his city. So he starts digging into very dangerous ground. He runs into something
out of an apocalyptic horror. Something which cannot be reasoned with, something which
cannot be bought, something which has no remorse about ending it's victim's lives. And adds the
victims to the ranks of the killers as zombies... The living dead and zombie books were as
delusional and unheard of as a sane communist dictator. The Zombie Survival Guide is advice
handed out by a drugged out homeless man on 5th street. All Detective Lane knows is that 6 feet
under is no longer "for good". At least not anymore. He doesn't have a chance of killing
something already dead. Not a chance in hell. As every second ticks by, the undead's ranks grow,
and the city is closer to being lost. With his own life the next targeted for murder, can Terry find
the out what's bringing the dead back to life and turning them into killers? Or will the city become
a very new type of graveyard?
PB 9781592122639 £23.99 January 2010 Galaxy Press 144 pages
CD-Audio 9781592123506 £16.79 January 2010 Galaxy Press

False Cargo
L. Ron Hubbard
Insurance investigator Brent Calloway may be too hard-boiled to crack a smile, but he'll go to any
length to crack a case. As tough, terse and tireless as insurance man Edward G. Robinson in
Double Indemnity, Calloway's about to go to extremes to see to it that one ship makes it safely
from Hawaii to the mainland. Going undercover and posing as ruthless killer Spike O'Brien,
Calloway quickly discovers that on this ship nothing is what it seems, and no one can be trusted.
With so much insurance money at stake, and the whole crew apparently in on the scam, this
could end up being a voyage to the bottom of the sea.... And when the real Spike O'Brien shows
up, it's Calloway who'll need a good insurance policy. Because life is cheap when the stakes are
so high-on a ship of lies bearing a False Cargo.
PB 9781592122677 £10.99 June 2012 Galaxy Press 152 pages
CD-Audio 9781592122806 £16.79 July 2012 Galaxy Press

Killer's Law
L. Ron Hubbard
Sheriff Kyle of Deadeye, Nevada, is headed east to the nation's capital. Like Dennis Weaver in the
television series McCloud, Kyle's about to discover that the law can be even wilder in the big city
than in the Wild West. It's a fact that hits home when he's the one accused . . . of murder. Kyle's
come to the city to give a report to his senator on the misdeeds of Nevada's filthy rich copper
kings. But before he has a chance, he's knocked unconscious, later coming to alongside his
senator-now dead, with Kyle's knife imbedded in the corpse. Welcome to Washington D.C.,
where corruption, intrigue and murder are all in a day's work. Kyle's got no alibi, no memory, and
apparently doesn't have a prayer ... unless he can find a way to outwit, outfox and outmanoeuvre
the masters of deception and double-crosses in this police procedural thriller
PB 9781592122875 £10.99 October 2012 Galaxy Press (CA) 136 pages
CD-Audio 9781592122769 £16.79 October 2012 Galaxy Press
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Mouthpiece
L. Ron Hubbard
Imagine that your father is one of New York City's top gangsters, and that you want nothing to
do with him or his criminal empire. Now imagine he's been murdered . . . and the only person
who gives a damn is you. Meet Mat Lawrence, a stand-up guy-think Gary Cooper-who's got one
thing on his mind: revenge. The last place Mat wants to go is back to New York, but that's where
the killers are, and he won't stop until they're dead . . . or he is. And there's only one man who
can help him track them down: his father's criminal attorney-the Mouthpiece. But there's more
than a desire for revenge at play in this deadly game. When Mat's old man went down, a million
dollars went missing. Put it all together-a cold-blooded murder and a cool million gone-and it's a
pretty good bet that the one thing Mat is sure to find is some serious heat. Mouthpiece was
originally published in the September, 1934, edition of Thrilling Detective.
PB 9781592123568 £10.99 March 2012 Galaxy Press 152 pages
CD-Audio 9781592122707 £16.79 March 2012 Galaxy Press

Murder Mystery 10th Anniversary Audiobook Collection
L. Ron Hubbard Narrator Daley Performed by Brooke Bloom, Eduardo Ballerini, Corey Burton,
Christina Huntington
Do you love a good whodunit? Detectives and mobsters, newshawks and murderers-all
ingredients for disaster in this murder mystery collection. Whether it was sending a detective
after zombie killers on the prowl or chasing down headhunters at a grisly carnival, Ron knew how
to thrill readers and keep them guessing until the end.
PB 9781619865969 £30.99 November 2018 Galaxy Press
CD-Audio 9781619865976 £47.99 November 2018 Galaxy Press

Spy Killer
L. Ron Hubbard
American Sailor Kurt Reid is a hothead and a hard case-a man who hits first and asks questions
later. As scrappy and rough around the edges as Jimmy Cagney, it's no wonder that when the
ship's captain turns up dead, it's Reid who takes the rap. Falsely accused and under the gun, Reid
jumps ship and vanishes into Shanghai -only to get caught in a web of intrigue, betrayal, and
murder. In a world where nothing is what it seems and everything is for sale, he's soon out of his
depth, drawn into a spy game in which the winner takes all . . . and the loser takes a knife to the
back. Will Reid live up to his reputation as the Spy Killer? He'll have to learn the rules fast, because
with players like the sexy White Russian secret agent, Varinka Savischna, in the hunt, the game
is about to turn as seductive as it is sinister.
PB 9781592123025 £10.99 September 2008 Galaxy Press 121 pages
CD-Audio 9781592121663 £16.79 September 2008 Galaxy Press
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The Carnival of Death
L. Ron Hubbard
The detective is deep undercover at Shreve's Mammoth Carnival, when he discovers first one
and then another headless body. While others believe the gruesome murders are solved after
four tribal headhunters working for the show suddenly disappear, Bob Clark suspects someone
else is the real killer. When he finds himself seized by the very same headhunters, Clark sincerely
hopes his hunch is right, since the point of a very sharp knife is aimed at his neck! The Death
Flyer: Can history be reversed to save a beautiful girl on the ghost train? Long before the Source
Code movie with Jake Gyllenhaal, Jim Bellamy boards a ghost train, screaming through the night
as he tries to save the life of a young lady who died in its wreckage ten years ago. A love story of
an impossible nature, Jim tries to reverse time, on a train of phantoms long forgotten, yet stuck
in time.
PB 9781592122479 £10.99 February 2011 Galaxy Press (CA) 136 pages
CD-Audio 9781592122684 £16.79 February 2011 Galaxy Press

The Chee-Chalker
L. Ron Hubbard
A Chee-Chalker is a newcomer to Alaska; an Indian word meaning one who is inexperienced or
has no knowledge. Bill Norton might be new to Ketchikan but he's no tenderfoot. In fact, he's
one of the sharpest FBI agents this side of the Yukon-savvy, tough, and resourceful, like Harrison
Ford as Jack Ryan in Clear and Present Danger. Norton's come to this rough-and-tumble town to
look into a case of a missing person-his own boss-who vanished investigating a heroin smuggling
operation. What Norton finds is a string of corpses, a gallery of rogues, and a fleet of fishing boats
that specialize in red herrings. He also finds himself warming up to the heart-stopping halibut
heiress Elaine Halloway. But is Elaine mixed up in the heroin trade ... or a victim of it? To find the
truth Norton will have to make living men sweat-and dead men talk. Because everybody fished
out of the icy waters has a story to tell, and it will take all of Norton's CSI-like skills to squeeze it
out of them.
PB 9781592123544 £10.99 March 2009 Galaxy Press (CA) 136 pages
CD-Audio 9781592121748 £16.79 March 2009 Galaxy Press

The Slickers
L. Ron Hubbard
Tex Larimee is a grizzled Arizona sheriff who's leaving the deserts of Cactus County behind,
blazing a trail east to mix it up with The Slickers in the canyons of Manhattan. Years later Clint
Eastwood would follow the exact same trail in Coogan's Bluff-a western lawman on the loose in
New York City. Tex's welcome to New York is a rude one. Robbed of his cash, gun and badge, he's
locked in a room in back of a run-down bar. Breaking out of the bar, he goes looking for his best
friend ... only to find him dead, his throat cut. And the cops accuse Tex of committing the
murder.... But none of that's going to keep a good Arizona lawman down. Discovering he's been
the subject of an elaborate frame-up job, Tex has got a few tricks of his own up his sleeve-and in
his recovered Colt .45-to make even the toughest of city birds sing a different tune.
PB 9781592123575 £10.99 October 2014 Galaxy Press (CA) 152 pages
CD-Audio 9781592122714 £16.79 October 2014 Galaxy Press
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Science Fiction & Fantasy Short Stories Collection
A Matter of Matter
L. Ron Hubbard
When it comes to big dreams and schemes, young Chuck Lambert would give Walter Mitty a run
for his money. In fact, Chuck's biggest dream of all is really out of this world. Because he's got his
eyes on a prize in the sky. Chuck wants to buy a planet of his own.... Madman Murphy, the King
of Planetary Realtors, is more than happy to oblige. He's got a whole galaxy of planets for sale.
All Chuck needs is money ... and a lot of it. Eleven years later, saving every penny he can scrape
up, Chuck's dream comes true. He takes possession and takes off for Planet 19453X..... One
problem: Madman Murphy has sold Chuck a world of trouble. Because on Planet 19453X the
water is undrinkable, the air is unbreathable, and the laws of physics don't apply. Has Chuck's
dream turned into a nightmare? Not quite. As he's about to discover, sometimes, to fulfil your
true desire, it's simply a matter of digging a little deeper.
PB 9781592123667 £10.99 June 2010 Galaxy Press 152 pages
CD-Audio 9781592122394 £16.79 June 2010 Galaxy Press

Danger in the Dark
L. Ron Hubbard
Fortune hunter Billy Newman is not a man of great strength or physical courage. Like a young
Johnny Depp, he gets by on his wit, wiles and good looks. And he's had quite a good run-striking
gold in the Philippines and buying his very own island in the South Seas.... But there's trouble in
paradise, and Billy's in the thick of it; The island's crops are failing; The island's people are dying;
And the island's owner-Billy-is taking the heat; Why? Because he's angered the 75-foot-tall bigboss god of the island. 75-foot tall? To Billy, it's a laughable superstition-until he finds out just
how serious the islanders are. They're out to sacrifice a beautiful young woman to the supposed
god. The only way Billy can save her is to humour the locals and pretend to take the spirit on. But
the joke may be on Billy, as he has to screw up some very real courage to face the very real
Danger in the Dark.
PB 9781592123674 £10.99 March 2009 Galaxy Press 136 pages
CD-Audio 9781592122400 £16.79 March 2009 Galaxy Press

Greed
L. Ron Hubbard
Is Greed good? The future of Earth and all of mankind may hang on that one question. And
George Marquis Lorrilard-a space age ace-pilot, adventurer and fortune-hunter to rival Hans Solo
of Star Wars-is just the man to answer it. The world is divided between Asia and the United
Continents-two great super powers locked in eternal warfare. But the balance of power is about
to shift in Asia's favour. They have developed a top-secret weapon-the cohesion projector-that
could lead to annihilation on an unprecedented scale.... But as far as Lorrilard is concerned, the
number one problem with the projector is that it stands in the way of his profits. Can he find a
way to subvert the powerful weapon and resume his enterprising exploits through leadership
and self-deception? For millions of people on Earth survival may ultimately depend on the power
of one man's need speed and Greed.
PB 9781592123698 £10.99 June 2011 Galaxy Press 152 pages
CD-Audio 9781592122431 £16.79 June 2011 Galaxy Press
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If I Were You
L. Ron Hubbard
Does size matter? Is bigger better? That's no small question to Tom Little-the circus midget with
giant dreams. Tom may be king of the midgets, but he's got far grander ambitions-to become the
muscleman at the top, the ringmaster. Now, drawing on some dark ancient secrets and mystic
texts, he's about to get his wish.... Assuming another man's identity, Tom discovers he must also
take on his sins, debts, and enemies. He may be living large-but now there are those who want
to make him pay for the big man's sins. Also includes "The Last Drop," an astounding tale of a
New York bartender who mixes some very magical drinks-to amazing effect. The circus is coming
to town, as If I Were You puts you in the centre ring of the magic, mystery, and madness.
PB 9781592123599 £10.99 September 2008 Galaxy Press 121 pages
CD-Audio 9781592122905 £16.79 September 2008 Galaxy Press

One Was Stubborn
L. Ron Hubbard
Things are disappearing. Parts of buildings, parts of people, parts of the whole world-they're here
today, gone tomorrow. Old Shellback-a character as crazy-smart as Christopher Lloyd in Back to
the Future -thinks he needs glasses. But all he really has to do is open his eyes ...and see the light.
Or so says George Smiley-otherwise known as the Messiah. George claims that the reason things
are vanishing is because he wants them to go away. He has no more use for the world ... and so
it goes. Say goodbye. But Old Shellback has a different idea, and since he is the most stubborn
man in the universe, you might want to hear him out. What's Shellback's idea? That two can play
at this game. While George is making this world disappear, Old Shellback will make another one
appear. Join him on an amazing odyssey-as he heads back to a future of his own making
PB 9781592123704 £10.99 March 2014 Galaxy Press 144 pages
CD-Audio 9781592122448 £16.79 March 2014 Galaxy Press

Sci-Fi / Fantasy 10th Anniversary Book Collection (One Was Stubborn, The
Tramp, If I Were You and The Great Secret)
Ron Hubbard
For SF and fantasy enthusiasts who love to escape to unknown worlds. As a master of the art of
narrative and one of the leaders in the Golden Age of Science Fiction, L. Ron Hubbard's Sci-Fi and
Fantasy stories helped reshape the future of speculative fiction. The universe is yours as you
explore fabulous worlds of unfolding mystery and unlimited potential. Discover the herald of
possibility in these out-of-this-world adventures
PB 9781619865945 £30.99 November 2018 Galaxy Press 592 pages
CD-Audio 9781619865952 £47.99 November 2018 Galaxy Press
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The Crossroads
L. Ron Hubbard
Think you know what's going on in the world? Think again. Long before Rod Serling took us into
The Twilight Zone, L. Ron Hubbard brought us to The Crossroads-a place where thoughtprovoking twists and turns are delivered with plenty of wit and wisdom. Farmer Eben Smith is
fed up with big government telling him how to run his life and his business. They pay him to bury
his crops while folks starve in the streets, and he's not going to take it anymore. He's declaring
his independence, loading up his fruits and vegetables, and heading for the city to wheel and
deal..... But before he can trade in his turnips, Eben'll have to deal with something bigger-a break
in the space/time continuum. He's at The Crossroads, where reality is turned upside-down and
inside out. And before it's over, he'll turn his turnips into liquor, and the liquor into guns and
gold, as he plunges into strange new worlds ... finding ways to wreak havoc in all of them.
PB 9781592123681 £10.99 June 2010 Galaxy Press 136 pages
CD-Audio 9781592122417 £16.79 June 2010 Galaxy Press

The Great Secret
L. Ron Hubbard
Women. Liquor. Power... Women. Liquor. Power... That is Fanner Marston's mantra-his reason
for being-and while he knows a little about the first and a lot about the second, he may well be
on the verge of learning everything there is to know about the third. Power. He may, in fact, be
about to uncover the key to gaining absolute control over the entire universe. The only problem
is, Fanner is certifiably insane-a crazed Peter Lorre on a power trip.... His star ship has crashlanded, and he's the sole survivor, which doesn't matter to him. Driven by greed and lust for
power, wracked by thirst, hunger and pain, all he cares about is reaching the ancient city of Parva
and making himself at home. Because there lies The Great Secret to universal domination-and
what's a little suffering on the road to becoming God? Does Fanner have a prayer? The writing's
on the walls of Parva-and you won't believe what it says. . . .
PB 9781592123711 £10.99 September 2008 Galaxy Press 122 pages
CD-Audio 9781592122493 £16.79 September 2008 Galaxy Press

The Professor Was a Thief
L. Ron Hubbard
The Empire State Building has vanished into thin air! Gone, too, are Grant's Tomb and Grand
Central Station, and all hell is breaking loose in New York City! One grizzled old newspaper
reporter known simply as Pop-a role made for Walter Matthau-is on top of it . . . and better stay
there, because his livelihood is on the line. If Pop fails to get to the bottom of the vanishing
landmarks, his job will disappear as well, not to mention the fate of Earth's remaining landmarks
and the missing people within. Battle of the Wizards: When the natives of planet Deltoid refuse
to grant mining rights to the Galactic Council, and invasion by force is impossible, a Battle of
Wizards is the only option. An epic battle between science and magic unfolds with an entire
planet hanging in the balance.
PB 9781592123513 £10.99 July 2009 Galaxy Press 152 pages
CD-Audio 9781592123247 £16.79 July 2009 Galaxy Press
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The Tramp
L. Ron Hubbard
Penniless, homeless and virtually lifeless, the vagrant "Doughface" Jack is about to discover that
where medical marvels meet the mysteries of the human mind, amazing things happen. Like one
of the comic book X-Men mutants, The Tramp acquires a capability beyond his imagination and
without equal on Earth. Riding the rails, Jack runs afoul of a local sheriff and ends up with a
crushed skull. He's as good as dead until a savvy country doctor performs a bit of medical magic.
Jack wakes up to find that his brain has been drastically altered. He has the power to save livesand destroy them-with a single glance. Will Jack use his astounding power for good ... or for evil?
His journey of discovery takes him to New York and into the arms of a woman, who has a plan of
her own. Together they're bound for Washington, D.C., and a psychic adventure that could
change the shape of history.
PB 9781592123322 £10.99 October 2011 Galaxy Press 144 pages
CD-Audio 9781592122387 £16.79 October 2011 Galaxy Press

When Shadows Fall
L. Ron Hubbard
Star Trek's Captain Kirk has a kindred soul in Lars the Ranger, a commander of his own star fleet.
But whereas Kirk's mission is to boldly go where no man has gone before, Lars is boldly going
where other men are-in a desperate attempt to save his home planet ... Earth. He's not exploring
the final frontier. He is our last hope. Earth is way past global warming. It's totally fried-an
environmental disaster-and most of its inhabitants have cut out for greener pastures, colonizing
distant worlds. Lars leads an expedition across the galaxy to visit those worlds in hopes that he
return with the resources needed to bring Earth back from the brink of extinction. But Lars has
apparently failed. A mammoth fleet of mysterious star ships are descending on the third planet
from the sun. Is Earth history? Yes ... and that may just be its saving grace. Also includes the
science fiction adventures, Battling Bolto, the story of a giant, con man who's running an
interstellar scam, while the biggest trick of all lies right under his nose; and Tough Old Man, in
which an aging constable's lack of feelings is not a matter of insensitivity, but of a secret-and
surprising-side of his character.
PB 9781592122837 £10.99 April 2009 Galaxy Press 107 pages
CD-Audio 9781592122523 £16.79 April 2009 Galaxy Press

Beyond All Weapons
L. Ron Hubbard
Han Solo of Star Wars could learn a thing or two from Firsten Guide, the tough, wise-cracking
rebel leader who's light years ahead of his time-and about to lead his crew into a battle that's
Beyond All Weapons. Because the force is most assuredly with Firsten. He and his fellow
colonizers of Mars have faced a brutal crackdown engineered by Earth's tyrannical government.
But the resourceful Firsten has developed an extraordinary new fuel that enables him and his
hardy band to escape into space-and time. Escape, however, is not enough. Firsten wants
revenge. But the universe is full of unexpected twists and turns. Just as Prometheus flew too
close to the sun, Firsten will soon discover that when you break the laws of physics, you can get
burned.
PB 9781592122561 £10.99 March 2012 Galaxy Press 136 pages
CD-Audio 9781592122462 £16.79 July 2012 Galaxy Press
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Western Short Stories Collection
Branded Outlaw
L. Ron Hubbard
Take the law into your own hands, and you risk losing your grip on everything else-including your
life. Lee Weston-a young Paul Newman with a Colt revolver at his hip-is as good-looking as he is
quick-tempered, and he's got a lot to be angry about. His father murdered, his family ranch
torched, he goes gunning for Harvey Dodge-the man who he's convinced is the killer-and it's Lee
who ends up on the wrong side of the law. Shot in a gunfight, on the run and running out of time,
he holes up in a mountain hideout and waits for death to come find him. But he wakes up in the
arms of a beautiful woman who has beat death to his door and nursed him back to life. She's the
first and only woman he has ever fallen for, and her name is Ellen Dodge-Harvey's daughter. Can
a great loss lead to a great love? Can the search for revenge lead to redemption? The answers lie
in the wild heart of the Wild West-in Branded Outlaw.
PB 9781592122585 £10.99 June 2011 Galaxy Press 1008 pages
CD-Audio 9781592123490 £16.79 September 2008 Galaxy Press

Cattle King for a Day
L. Ron Hubbard
Forged in the hot sun and sand of the Arizona desert, Chinook Shannon is as tough as they comeas steely-eyed and tall in the saddle as Randolph Scott. But Chinook is far from home-in the north
country of Montana-and facing a challenge as big as the territory itself. Following his
grandfather's suspicious death, he's come to Montana to claim his inheritance-the family's cattle
ranch. But the territory's crawling with bandits and bankers, and they all want a piece of
Chinook's land. With foreclosure hanging over the ranch, Chinook's got exactly twenty-four hours
to find out who killed his grandfather and become the Cattle King. He'll follow a trail of forgery,
cattle rustling and murder to find the truth, knowing he has only one ally-his Colt Peacemaker.
PB 9781592123735 £10.99 September 2010 Galaxy Press 124 pages
CD-Audio 9781592123650 £16.79 September 2010 Galaxy Press

Death Waits at Sundown
L. Ron Hubbard
Lynn Taylor and his kid brother Frank may not be angels, but they're not devils, either. They're
just a couple of men-two-fisted Texans who have landed on the wrong side of a corrupt lawman.
And like Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid, they're up to their necks in trouble. Young Frank's
been framed for robbery, rustling and murder, and if Lynn doesn't think fast, his brother's going
to end up the guest of dishonour at a hanging party. Lynn cooks up a daring plan to clear his
brother's name and rope in the real outlaw. But it means Lynn will have to turn outlaw himself,
and if he's caught, it'll be his neck on the line-and in the noose.
PB 9781592124008 £10.99 March 2012 Galaxy Press 168 pages
CD-Audio 9781592124077 £16.79 March 2012 Galaxy Press
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Devil's Manhunt
L. Ron Hubbard
In the Arizona territory, every mountain hides a fortune-and every man fends for himself. Tim
Beckdolt is as American as the frontier itself, as rangy and self-reliant as a young Jimmy Stewart.
But after spending eight treacherous months digging $175,000 in gold out of Desperation Peakall he has left is desperation. Two sadistic strangers have taken his gold, and now they want to
take his life. He's on the run-the target of a Devil's Manhunt. In a time and a place where the only
law is the law of survival, Beckdolt will have to live by his wits...or die by the bullet.
PB 9781592122653 £10.99 February 2011 Galaxy Press 136 pages
CD-Audio 9781592123858 £16.79 February 2011 Galaxy Press

Gun Boss of Tumbleweed
L. Ron Hubbard
Mart Kincaid, a tall, ruggedly good-looking young man in the Clint Eastwood mould, may be the
fastest gun in the state, but it does him no good-because his gun and his life are not his own.
They belong to Gar Malone, the King of Concha Basin, a ruthless rancher driven by his thirst for
power, wealth, and conquest. Now Gar has set his sights on the Singing Canyon spread-the
richest land in the basin-and he commands Kincaid to run its true owners off. If not, he threatens
to reveal a dark secret that could ruin Kincaid's brother. But there's more to the Singing Canyon
ranch than Kincaid bargained for. There's the Drake family-specifically the lovely young Sally
Drake. The last thing Kincaid wants to do is drive her away. Meaning he's got to get out from
under Gar's thumb, and put his trigger finger to work. It's time to settle up, once and for all, with
the blackmailing Malone.
PB 9781592122745 £10.99 May 2013 Galaxy Press 131 pages
CD-Audio 9781592123841 £16.79 June 2013 Galaxy Press

Gunman's Tally
L. Ron Hubbard
Some men look to keep the peace. Others look to make trouble. But sometimes even the most
law-abiding of men are compelled to cross the line.... Easy Bill Gates is just such a man-as quick
with a smile and as slow to anger as Gary Cooper in High Noon. He's a model of restraint...until
he's forced to strap on a holster and kill the outlaw who murdered his brother. But more than
his honour is at stake. A ruthless land baron is out to grab Bill's ranch and he's hired a gang of
gunslingers to get Bill out of the way. Between the rancher who wants to take his land, and the
young guns who want to take his life, Easy Bill will have to make some hard choices-and fast
draws-to avoid becoming just another notch in the Gunman's Tally.
PB 9781592122752 £10.99 March 2013 Galaxy Press 120 pages
CD-Audio 9781592123780 £16.79 March 2013 Galaxy Press
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King of the Gunmen
L. Ron Hubbard
They call him Suicide, Smoke or simply Sudden Death. His name is Kit Gordon, and from the banks
of the Mississippi to the shores of the Pacific, he is King of the Gunmen. As tall and lean and tough
as a young John Wayne, Kit's about to discover that sometimes it takes more than a quick draw
and a sure aim to stand up like a man. Falsely accused of murder and one step ahead of a lynch
mob, Kit escapes to the next county over-and a whole new identity. He changes his name and his
whole outlook, teaming up with a lawman out to bring the rule of law to this untamed corner of
Arizona. But the two men are soon drawn into the middle of a bloody feud between cattle
ranchers and sheepherders. Before it's over, the battle will lead Kit to a moment of truth ... or a
lifetime of lies. He'll have to take a stand and reveal that he's a wanted man-or turn tail and run
for his life, never looking back.
PB 9781592124022 £10.99 October 2013 Galaxy Press 160 pages
CD-Audio 9781592123483 £16.79 October 2013 Galaxy Press

Shadows from Boot Hill
L. Ron Hubbard
Every man walks with a shadow . . . but what happens when he acquires a second one? Just ask
Brazos-a dead ringer for Jack Palance who's a cold-blooded killer for hire with blood on his hands
and a posse on his tail. Desperate for cash, Brazos accepts $200 to gun down a local man named
Brant. He'll earn every penny . . . but in the end there'll be the devil to pay. Because to put a
bullet in Brant means putting one in his partner as well-an eerie stranger schooled in the black
art of witchcraft. This is one killing that brings with it a deadly curse-and a second shadow. As
Brazos is about to discover, the Wild West doesn't get any wilder than when a man is damned to
live-and die-in the Shadows from Boot Hill.
PB 9781592123995 £10.99 October 2011 Galaxy Press 144 pages
CD-Audio 9781592123476 £16.79 October 2011 Galaxy Press

Six-Gun Caballero
L. Ron Hubbard
He's handsome. He's charming. He's a total gentleman ... and he's totally outgunned and
outnumbered. He's Michael Patrick Obañon. He is faced with a vicious claim jumper. Can he
outwit this band of outlaws in the old west. Obañon's lost his inheritance-a 100,000-acre New
Mexico spread-and he could lose his life if he's not careful. A ruthless band of renegades have
seized his land, and he's determined to get it back. Obañon's got one secret weapon: his fierce
intelligence. He can't outshoot the outlaws, so he'll have to find a way to outwit them.... Part
Irish, part Mexican, Michael Patrick Obañon is as American as they come-crafty, confident, and
cool under fire. It may be one man against the world, but before he's done the world will know
how the West will be won.
PB 9781592122998 £10.99 July 2009 Galaxy Press 144 pages
CD-Audio 9781592123407 £16.79 July 2009 Galaxy Press
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The Baron of Coyote River
L. Ron Hubbard
Lance Gordon's running out of room and time. Back in the Sierras he killed the man who
murdered his father. Unfortunately that man turned out to be a Deputy Marshal, and now Lance
has a price on his head. Lance wants only to live in peace, but he'll have to go through hell to get
there. Running from the law and the cavalry, Lance heads for the one place no sheriff or soldier
will go-into the territory ruled by The Baron of Coyote River. The Baron is the king of the cattle
rustlers-as feared and hated as he is powerful. No one dares take him on ... until now. Lance is
sick of running, and taking on the Baron is his last chance for a second chance. Before the battle
is over, Coyote River will run red with blood, as Lance has vowed to redeem himself ... or die
trying.
PB 9781592123049 £10.99 January 2010 Galaxy Press 144 pages
CD-Audio 9781592123773 £16.79 February 2010 Galaxy Press

The Magic Quirt
L. Ron Hubbard
When it comes to boiling up a pot of coffee or stirring up a pot of stew, Old Laramie's about as
good a man as you're going to find. But other than cooking three squares a day for the
cowpunchers over at the Lazy G ranch, Laramie's not good for much. He's about as heroic as
Walter Brennan on a bender. But Laramie's luck-and life-are about to take an amazing turn. Quite
by accident, he somehow manages to save a family of Mexicans from bandits, and as a token of
their gratitude they give him The Magic Quirt-a horsewhip that he's told will turn him into a new
man. The transformation is indeed magical. Suddenly Laramie is performing feats of ingenuity
and courage that would make even the Lone Ranger proud.
PB 9781592123766 £10.99 October 2012 Galaxy Press 136 pages
CD-Audio 9781592123827 £16.79 October 2012 Galaxy Press

The No-Gun Man
L. Ron Hubbard
As a young man Monte Calhoun was as wild as they come, thinking the measure of a man was
how hard he could drink and how straight he can shoot. But several years of schooling back East
have changed him. Now, as steadfast and principled as a young Jimmy Stewart, Monte has
become The No-Gun Man. The East Coast has civilized him, and he's bringing some of that
civilization home to Superstition, Arizona ... even if it means refusing to avenge the murder of his
own father. Monte's come back for one reason-to rescue his younger brother from this lawless
land and take him back East. But out here in a land of frauds and outlaws and ambushes, a man's
principles have a way of folding under pressure-especially in the face of gunfire. And Monte's no
different. It's only a question of how far he'll be pushed before he starts pushing back ... with a
vengeance.
PB 9781592123254 £10.99 June 2014 Galaxy Press 144 pages
CD-Audio 9781592123834 £16.79 June 2014 Galaxy Press
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The Toughest Ranger
L. Ron Hubbard
A perfect role for a young Robert Redford, saddle tramp Petey McGuire doesn't have much to
live for. The trail in front of him stretches out long and hot, and there's no end in sight. He's been
beaten down, beaten up, and kicked around so long, he'd run away from his own shadow if he
could. But there's one fight he can't run from-the fight against hunger. Petey needs a job quick,
before he drops dead in the dust. But the only way to get one is to act cool and talk tough-in
other words, become the exact opposite of Petey McGuire. Putting on a performance worthy of
a Shakespearean actor, he succeeds all too well-landing in the saddle with the Arizona Rangers.
Talking tough is one thing, but backing it up is another. Because Petey's about to discover exactly
what it takes-and how much he has to risk-to face the meanest outlaw, win the prettiest girl, and
become The Toughest Ranger.
PB 9781592123759 £10.99 June 2011 Galaxy Press 160 pages
CD-Audio 9781592123810 £16.79 June 2012 Galaxy Press

The Wild Wild West 10th Anniversary Audiobook Collection
L. Ron Hubbard Narrator Daley Performed by Lynsey Bartilson, Corey Burton, John Mariano, Jim
Meskimen
Readers will feel the heat, taste the dust and hear the thunder of horses' hooves in these tales
from a master storyteller of the genre. The titles and short stories in this collection are: King of
the Gunmen (includes: "The No-Gun Gunhawk"), The Magic Quirt (includes: "Vengeance Is
Mine!" and "Stacked Bullets"), The No-Gun Man (includes: "Man for Breakfast") and Shadows
from Boot Hill (includes: "The Gunner from Gehenna" and "Gunman!").
PB 9781619865983 £30.99 November 2018 Galaxy Press 584 pages
CD-Audio 9781619865990 £47.99 November 2018 Galaxy Press

Tinhorn's Daughter
L. Ron Hubbard
Sunset Maloney is about to find big trouble in the Big Sky country of Montana. Like Alan Ladd as
Shane, he's riding into the middle of a ruthless land grab, and his fight for what's right takes an
unexpected turn . . . in the face of a young, attractive woman. Slim Trotwood is a cruel, greedy
tinhorn-a gambler with little money and less skill-who's determined to take possession of all the
land in Puma Pass, whether by fraud or by force. And Sunset's the only man willing to take him
on. Faster than greased lightning with his six-gun, nothing can stop him from taking Trotwood
down . . . until he meets Tinhorn's Daughter. Just arrived from Boston, she's as naïve as she is
beautiful, and Sunset falls hard for her. But if he can't make her see what kind of man her father
really is, he may fall even harder. Because if he loses this fight, Sunset may never see the sunrise
again.
PB 9781592123728 £10.99 October 2014 Galaxy Press 152 pages
CD-Audio 9781592123438 £16.79 October 2014 Galaxy Press
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Under the Diehard Brand
L. Ron Hubbard
In the classic western movie The Searchers Jeffrey Hunter plays a young man with a mission in
his heart and a chip on his shoulder. The character might well have been modelled on eighteenyear-old Lee Thompson, a trail-hand on a mission of his own-to save his dad, Diehard Thompson,
the aging sheriff of Wolf River, Montana. Old Diehard's lost control of his town, and it seems
every outcast and outlaw west of the Mississippi is on the prowl in Wolf River. Now Lee's come
all the way from Texas to stand up for his father, a man who hasn't seen him since he was a boy
and who doesn't know him from Adam. Lee's plan is a dangerous one-mix in with the
desperadoes and risk death at their hand Under the Diehard Brand. But sometimes, the only way
to restore the rule of law is to break it
PB 9781592122615 £10.99 October 2009 Galaxy Press 152 pages
CD-Audio 9781592123797 £16.79 October 2009 Galaxy Press
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